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AMBASCIATORI WELLNESS & SPA 
The natural luxuriance of the Tuscany countryside becomes part of the place set down on the surface 
and on the white walls; the shiny green painting the sinuous and unveiling forms of the furniture, filling 
ambient with energy and positive charge. The light fill up the aerea realizing ethereal atmospheres 
that, coming together, they define new different trats of areas that creating the location. 

Interior and lighting design: Arch. Simone Micheli 
Executive planning, design and structural analysis, systems design and management: Prof. Dott. 
Arch. Giampiero Barbetti 
Area: Grand Hotel Ambasciatori, Chianciano 
Realization: 2015 
Photo: Jurgen Eheim  

Partners:  
Bticino: www.bticino.com  
Cipriani Serramenti: www.cipriani-serramenti.it Glip - The lighting Partner: www.glip.it 
Liuni: www.liuni.com 
Mirage: www.mirage.it  
Pevonia: www.pevonia.com  
Ponsi: www.ponsi.com 
Porcelanosa Grupo: www.porcelanosa.com  

At the last floor of the elegant Chianciano Grand Hotel Ambasciatori is situated Ambasciatori Wellness 
& Spa, attractive spa and wellness center that the oldest depurative ability of the water is combing  
with the attractive views of the gorgeous valleys of Chianciano’s surround. External and internal world 
blend together generating an atypical and   pleasant space, dedicated to the psychophysical well-
being of human. From the wide windows the visitor's eye can reach the horizon, take liberty 
imagination, wander from deep thoughts and inners feeling; the borders decline and fine becomes the 
line that separated  the body from the heart. The natural luxuriance of the Tuscany countryside 
becomes part of the place set down on the surface and white walls; the shiny green painting the 
sinuous and unveiling forms of the furniture, filling ambient with energy and positive charge. The light 
fill up the aerea realizing ethereal atmospheres that, coming together, they create new different traits of 
areas that creating the location.  The swimming pool indoor offer to the visitor a safety and warm  
dwelling where is possible rediscover the original luxury of the existence and his peculiarity; the 
emotional showers take care of the sensoriality mistreated by the incessant and monotonous rhythm 
of the   contemporary life and give strength and energy to the emotions usually a little bit ashy; sauna 
and turkish bath removed all that is poisonous  and obscure our being. Inside the beauty room 
treatments reinvigorate the body and the spirit of the human and with the wellness program Kneip the 
man recover his primordial and effective harmony.  The visitor crossing the wellness center borders 
becomes part of a new, free and immune world from conditioning banal. A peaceful and cantilevered 
place where the negative and toxic thoughts decomposing give away of materialization of dream and 
perception of desires. The moments dedicate for wellness and for the recreation of the inner being 
becomes considerevole, evident and look like never end, the traditional view of time and space 
change becoming personal and modeling the needs of each. The eternal and irresistible flow of the 
water involve the human spirit that he drop out searching the pills of pure wellness and relax for the 
sense and thoughts.   
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Per maggiori informazioni si prega di contattare:  
__________________________

Press Office simone micheli architectural hero www.simonemicheli.com 

Firenze | sta 47@simonemicheli.com | t +39 055 691216 
Milano | press@simonemicheli.com | t +39 02 26414735 
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SM© SIMONE MICHELI ARCHITECT 
Biography 

Simone Micheli founded his Studio in 1990 and in 2003 the Simone Micheli 
Architectural Hero Company, based in Florence, Milan, Dubai and Rabat. He 
is the curator of many thematic exhibitions in the most important international 
fairs. In 2007 he was the representative of the Italian interior design 
participating to “XXX Congreso Colombiano de Arquitectura” In Barranquilla, 
Colombia and again in 2008 participating to the International Conference of 
Architecture for the Contract field in Hanover, Germany. 
In 2008 he signed the “La Casa Italiana” exhibition at the “Mube” Museum of 
sculpture in San Paolo, Brazil; during the same year he participated to the 
exhibitions at the “Franz Mayer” Museum in Mexico City and at “Centro de las 
Artes in Monterrey in 2009.  
He is professor at Poli.Design and at the Scuola Politecnica di Design in 
Milan. 
His professional activity moves towards different directions: from architecture 

to interior design, from visual design to communication; his eco-friendly and 
nature-oriented creations are characterized by strong identity and uniqueness. Many of his works are realized for 
public administration and for important private clients belonging to the residential world. 
Among the national and international awards we can remind: the “Best Interior design” and “the Best Apartment 
Italy” awards won with the project “Golfo Gabella lake Resort” in the competition “ Homes Overseas Award 
2007” in London (international award reserved to the best real estate developments in the world); the 
“International Media Prize 2008” – Shenzhen in the “ Annual Public Spaces Grand Award” category and the 
“International Design Award 2008” – Los Angeles in the “Interior Design” category, with the project “ New Urban 
faces for the province and the municipality of Milan; the “Interior Designer of the Year” during “ International 
Design Award 2008” in Los Angeles; the “Best of the year 2010” in “Beauty, Spa and fitness” category, given by 
Interior Design Magazine – New-York, USA and the “International Media Prize 2010” in “Annual Club Space 
Award” category, given by Modern Decoration Magazine, in Shenzhen, China, for the “Atomic Spa” project of 
Boscolo Hotels in Milan. The “Tre number one award 2011” in interior design field – Venice, Italy, and the 
“Contemporary Spa Award 2011” in “Best Future Spa” category - Bologna, Italy, for “Marina Verde Wellness 
Resort” project, in Caorle, Venice. “Best of the year honouree 2012” in “hospitality” category, given by Interior 
Design Magazine, New-York, USA, with “B4 Hotel In Milan” project (now it is Barcelò Hotel). 
In 2014 Simone Micheli won the “Iconic Award” – Frankfurt, Germany - in the “Interior” category, with the 
RubensLuciano Offices and showrooms” project, located in Stra - Venice. The iconic 
award is an international award organized by the German Design Council. 
In 2015 Simone Micheli won the International Hotel & Property Awards, UK | European categories – hotel over 
200 rooms, with the project of interior and lighting design of the Barcelò Milan Hotel.  
Finally in December 2015, for his design abilities, won the award “100 Eccellenze Italiane” which describes him 
among the 100 main characters representing italian excellence. 
His works have been shown in the most important international exhibitions; he held conferences and lessons in 
universities and cultural institutes of many cities; his publications are on the most important national and 
international magazines. 
There are many interviews dedicated to his works and his last monograph “ Simone Micheli From The Future to 
The Past” published in 2012 is a selection of projects belonging to his last twenty years of activity. 
www.simonemicheli.com 
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